POST-DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS FOR NON ITALIAN CITIZENS
IN THE FOLLOWING RESEARCH AREAS

THEORETICAL PHYSICS (N. 10)
EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS (N. 20)

The INFN Fellowship Programme 2006-2007 offers 30 (thirty) positions for non Italian citizens for research activity in theoretical or experimental physics.

Fellowships are intended for young post-graduates who are under 35 years of age by October 20, 2006.

Each fellowship, initially, is granted for one year and then, may be extended for a second year.

The annual gross salary is EURO 28.000,00.

Round trip travel expenses from home country to the INFN Section or Laboratory will be reimbursed, also lunch tickets will be provided for working days.

Candidates should submit their application form, a statement of their research interests and enclose three reference letters.

Candidates should choose at least two of the following INFN sites, indicating their order of preference.

- INFN Laboratories:
  Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro (Padova), Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (L'Aquila), Laboratori Nazionali del Sud (Catania), Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati (Roma);
- INFN Sections in the universities of:
  Torino, Milano, Padova, Genova, Bologna, Pisa, Napoli, Catania, Trieste, Firenze, Bari, Pavia, Cagliari, Ferrara, Lecce, Perugia, Roma “La Sapienza”, Roma “Tor Vergata”, “Roma Tre”.

The research programs, must be focused on the research fields of the Section or Laboratory selected (http://www.infn.it).

Applications must be sent to the INFN no later than October 20, 2006.

Candidates will be informed by May 2007 about the decisions taken by the INFN selection committee.

Fellowships must start from September to December 2007. Requests for starting earlier accepted.

Information, requests for application forms, and applications should be addressed to Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Direzione Affari del Personale, Ufficio Borse di Studio - Casella Postale 56 - 00044 Frascati (Roma) Italia.

ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI FISICA NUCLEARE
IL PRESIDENTE
(Prof. Roberto Petronzio)